
Calculating the Towing Capacity of a Vehicle 

What is DGVW or MAM or laden weight?  Design Gross Vehicle Weight or Maximum Authorised Mass is the weight 

of a vehicle or trailer including the maximum load it can carry in accordance with the manufacturer’s design 

specifications.   

What is DGCW or Combined MAM?  the combined weight of the vehicle and trailer including the maximum load 

each can carry in accordance with the manufacturers design specifications. 

What is unladen weight?  the weight of the drawing vehicle or trailer when not carrying a load. 

What is towing capacity/towable mass?  the maximum weight that a vehicle can tow in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s design specifications. 

My trailer is homemade and has no plate. Where can I find its DGVW?  You can contact an existing trailer 

manufacturer in your area to plate it for you.  If this is not possible contact NSAI authorised plating centres. 

Where do I find the braked and unbraked towing capacity of my vehicle? Refer to Owner’s Manual or original 

manufacturer/authorised distributor or can be calculated from the vehicle’s plate as shown in picture below. 

Where do I find towing capacity of my vehicle?   You will find the DGVW, also referred to as MAM in the Owner’s 

Manual, on the statutory plate (inside passenger door or under the bonnet) or by contacting your original 

manufacturer/authorised distributor.   

Where do I find the gross weight of my trailer? You will find the Design Gross Vehicle Weight (DGVW), also referred 

to as Maximum Authorised Mass (MAM), on the statutory place fixed to your trailer or by contacting your trailer 

manufacturer/authorised distributor.  This is the weight of a vehicle or trailer, including the maximum load it can 

carry, as per the manufacturer’s design specifications.  You can also view drawing light trailers and our FAQ on 

Towing Light Trailers.   

Can I tow a trailer that is heavier than my vehicle’s towing capacity, even if the trailer is unloaded?  No.  If the 

DGVW of a trailer (as specified by the manufacturer and displayed on the plate) exceeds the towing capacity of a 

vehicle, it is against the law.   

Where can I weigh a trailer to find its weight?  You should contact your Local Authority for a list of approved 

weighbridges.  

How do I calculate the towing capacity of my vehicle? 

 

 

This document is for general information only.  It does not, and is not intended to, provide legal or technical advice or to represent a legal interpretation of the 

matters that it addresses.   

https://www.nsai.ie/Our-Services/Certification/Automotive-Certification/Type-Approval/Approved-Test-Centers.aspx
http://www.rsa.ie/Documents/Road%20Safety/Leaflets/Leaf_booklets/Road%20Safety%20Advice%20for%20Drawing%20Light%20Trailers.pdf
http://www.rsa.ie/Documents/VS_Information_Notes/Light%20Trailers_O1_O2/FAQs%20on%20Towing%20Light%20Trailers.pdf
http://www.housing.gov.ie/local-government/motor-tax/motor-tax-offices/motor-tax-offices

